AWARDS DINNER AND SUPER LEAGUE

Last semester on April 2016, IMPRESS have been organized the first dinner outside from UMP premises which is a successful event for IMPRESS. It was held at Mandurah Hotel, Beserah with the theme Black and Rainbow. The Director of this event is Nursofea Iman Binti Ahmad Suffian which have been a challenged for her and the team to organized within 1 month duration. However they pulled it off nicely with 110 participants from students and even the lecturers. Awards Dinner is to appreciate all students and lecturers that have been working hard together on bringing FIM in the eyes of UMP after 2 years.

Awards Dinner have been officially by our beloved Dean, Dr Ridzuan. He also participates on our activities which is Karaoke Session. This show how much our lecturers are very sporting and want their students enjoy while it last. Last but not least this event got a positive feedback from all.

On the other hand for 2 months, our BENGAL TIGER FC have been fighting and working hard on their games beating other faculties. However they manage to get number five within 9 faculties.

Super League is one of the Pusat Sukan Initiatives for footballer exposed their talents and give their best for this games.
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